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A brief examination is made of the part played by theory in hu
man development. Theory and practice are contrasted and a 
parallel contrast is drawn between science and engineering. An 
effort is made to demonstrate that in the modern world it is be
coming increasingly difficult to draw a sharp line between these 
various opposed pairs of activities. It is also concluded that 
theory and practice have a well-known reciprocal relationship 
related to scientific induction and deduction. An examination 
is made of the creative jump from inductive generalization to 
the generation of new theories or new ways of looking at the 
world which will sustain extensive deduction and generate new 
hypotheses which are testable. Three criteria for useful theo
ries are discussed: capacity for manipulation, fruitfulness, 
and economy. Other criteria such as realism, comprehensi
bility, and comprehensiveness are examined and found to be 
only partly applicable. The discussion is illustrated through
out with examples from land use and transportation simulation. 
Conclusions are drawn regarding future directions of research 
and some of the desirable characteristics of research estab
lishments. 

•MOST OF us who are engaged in one form or another of transportation and land use 
research have focused a very large proportion of our efforts on simulation. This 
means that we have devoted our efforts to reproducing in recognizable form certain 
aspects of human behavior and the performance of mechanical systems or a combina
tion of the two. We have done this generally in order to make predictions, and we have 
been interested in the accuracy of predictions in order to assist our agencies or other 
policy-makers in making decisions. It is the aim of this paper to provide a brief re
view of some of the ways in which theory can be of assistance in improving the simili
tude of simulations, and consequently the accuracy of predictions and the wiseness of 
decisions. 

Since there is a good deal of popular jargon which tends to imply that practical activ
ities are useful while activities dealing with theory tend to be nonproductive, I intend 
to devote a part of this discussion to what might be called paradoxically a down-to
earth defense of these impractical activities-and to some extent I shall oppose what 
I would call crackpot realism with what might be termed realistic idealism. As 
Bertrand Russell has said, "Nothing is as practical as a good theory. " 

In very simple terms, theory is a general statement about the real world. In these 
simple terms, for example, the Pythagorean theorem is one of many consequences of 
the theory of Euclidean geometry. As such it makes its own general statement about 
the properties of right-angle triangles on plane surfaces, and has had tremendous 
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practical influence in surveying and engineering. This theorem provides the basis for 
all the well-worn formulas of elementary trigonometry. There are two ways in which, 
however, we need to qualify this simple-minded definition of theory, and it is these 
qualifications which may tend to give the notion of theory some of its other-worldly 
character. First, when we say that theory concerns the real world, we have to include 
in that real world the minds and ideas of men. Thus, theory may deal to some extent 
with technology and concrete things on the one hand, and on the other hand with mental 
constructs which are seldom or never encouulereu iu U1e physical world outside of 
men's minds until they have been written down. The real world of mental constructs is 
a very important one, and in the end has many practical applications. The extension 
of the trigonometry of measurement into trigonometric functions, for example, is the 
basis for other large parts of engineering. The second qualification is that a theoretic 
statement about the real world may not be, to the layman at least, a recognizable map
ping of the real world, and the nature of the correspondence between the theory and the 
world and the consequences of the theory may not be readily expressible in everyday 
language. This sometimes makes it difficult for the layman to conclude at first glance 
that the theory is in any sense realistic or has any practical consequences . 

There is of course an intimate relationship between theory and science or between 
the verification of theory and the scientific method. Since theories consist of state
ments about the real world, their degree of correspondence with this reality can be 
tested. Where the real world in question is one of mental constructs, as in logic and 
mathematics, the testing may be of a special and somewhat different nature, based on 
internal relations between constructs. It is not in general a requirement of the devel
opment of conceptual systems and their theory that any direct correspondence with ma
terial phenomena should be established, but it has frequently proved to be the case that 
after short or long periods of development, such concepts have found important and un
foreseen applications to theories of phenomena. This course of events is analogous to, 
but not the same as, the laboratory development of methods and devices which for a 
long while remain mere curiosities, but which ultimately become technologically im
portant. 

We live in an age of rapidly expanding scientific endeavor. Science and the sci
entific method are being newly applied to old systems of human thought such as ethics 
and philosophy, and in these areas, the boundaries of untestable contention are con
stantly being narrowed. We now know that because of the atomic nature of matter only 
a finite number of angels can dance on the point of a pin; we also feel greater confidence 
in the rigor and cogency of philosophy. At the same time, new groups of phenomena 
are becoming the subject of science. Testable rather than speculative hypotheses are 

- -----developed-about-these-phenomena--,----and- these-hypotheses-az,e-oz,ganized-in-incz,easingly---
unified systems, frequently of a quantitative nature. Some of this movement towards 
new applications of the scientific method is occurring in the social sciences, and in 
this field the two tendencies to reduce the area of philosophical and ethical speculation 
and to systematize our understanding of objective phenomena go hand in hand. 

It is hardly necessary to review the practical ways in which the advances of science 
during the last two centuries have greatly increased man's control over his natural 
environment thrnue-h the ::ipplicat.ion of science to technology. It is more useful to point 
out, first, that not only is science successful in an objective sense, but also that it is 
widely accepted publicly and politically, as may be judged by the governmental and 
private resources which are devoted to it, and second, that the growth and prestige of 
science have not simplified but have complicated the distinction between practical and 
theoretical endeavors. The customers of the scientific establishment are basically 

--------.·- tere·sted"'in-results-and-frequently-have- shorter- time-horizons- than- the-scientist . This-
dichotomy expresses itself in the distinction between science and technology as dis-
ciplines, and organizationally in the distinction between mission-oriented research and 
theoretically oriented research. As Alvin Weinberg (9) has recently emphasized, the 
objectives of mission-oriented research are externally imposed upon the scientific com
munity by the real or imagined needs of society and by society's control over expendi-
tures, while the objectives of theoretical research are largely generated within the 
scientific community. 
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It appears that these distinctions, while valid and useful for analyzing and discussing 
the problems of science and technology, can be unduly overemphasized. Many factors 
tend to blur the differences. Technology and engineering themselves are becoming 
more scientific in their basic methods, and consequently engineers are becoming sci
entists. Mobility between the professions tends to inject mission-orientation and social 
responsibility into the scientific community, which was in any case never detached from 
these values. The tremendously accelerated pace of science tends to shorten the sci
entist's time horizon and bring it more into accord with that of the decision-maker. 
Finally, the complexities of real life which face decision-makers are driving them 
away from simplistic common-sense judgments and in the direction of a more compre
hensive and quantitative approach to the problems which they face. 

It is in fact the magnitude of the problems of societal control in a period of rapid 
change and development which is providing the impetus for the truly scientific develop
ment of the social sciences. Problems such as maintaining peace, feeding billions of 
people, reducing racial discrimination, and organizing great cities require powerful 
instruments of control over men and machines. These problems of control can no 
longer be resolved by an engineering approach which is overwhelmingly oriented towards 
physical, inanimate, machine systems. Engineers working in transportation planning 
must pay increasing attention to problems of human behavior, and it is rapidly becom
ing evident that the relevant behaviors are not only in the fields of transportation de
mand and transportation system utilization, but also in the field of land use develop
ment and locational choice. In a sense, therefore, the planning-engineering profes
sions find themselves working on a frontier of science. This is the area of social be
havior and social control, in which the application of the scientific method has been 
unduly retarded. In order to explore what implications this situation will have for their 
work, we must therefore take a closer look at some of the elements of this method. 

We are used to the idea that man and the other higher primates are endowed with an 
innate curiosity which leads them to explore their total environment in an apparently 
insatiable but not entirely purposive way. There is usually no a priori identifiable 
useful payoff in some of the exploratory activities of monkeys and children, and one is 
tempted to make an analogy with the data-collection propensities of social science re
search and transportation studies. It is also perfectly clear, however, that in man at 
least, curiosity extends beyond the accumulation of data about the environment. First, 
even the childlike exercise of curiosity involves the exploration of cause and effect. 
The experimenter will employ some of the simpler ploys of the scientific method to 
discover what worked when and where. And second, there is frequently an effort to 
generalize; there seems to be a tendency to seek out analogies and similar situations 
in which earlier findings and elementary theories can be tested. Thus we have in a 
primitive form the four main steps in some classic descriptions of scientific method: 

1. Induction: the collection of information and its organization into patterns; 
2. Generalization: a restatement of the cause and effect relations behind the pat

terns, or a redefinition of the patterns themselves in a more abstract form which in
cludes the observations as a special case; 

3. Deduction: the search for new special cases previously unstudied, as suggested 
by the more general statement, or theory; and 

4. Testing: a check to see whether the new cases perform as predicted-if not, 
the theory must be revised. 

This schema, while useful for analytic purposes, does not correspond in its rigid 
division of steps with the way in which scientific investigations actually proceed. We 
will use these categories as a basis for discussion, specifically maintaining, however, 
that the classification is artificial and if pressed too far, actually harmful. 

The testing of theories about the world of phenomena raises special problems in the 
social sciences which should be generally understood before we take up other aspects 
of the scientific method. In this discussion I use the term testing in preference to the 
more usual verification because in principle no theory can be established, but only 
disestablished. A theory does not have verity, but verisimilitude. There are of 
course many theories which are outstandingly successful and for which there have been 
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an almost unlimited number of successful tests, while the unsuccessful tests are non
existent or occur only under well-defined special conditions. An especially significant 
case in which a theory may be regarded as firmly established because no counter
example exists is the correspondence between the counting numbers of everyday ex
perience and the invented set of positive integers as defined in modern algebra by the 
use of the Peano postulates or otherwise. The theory states that these two systems, 
one from real life and one from mathematics, have the same form, and no exception 
to this theoretical statement is known or is likely to be discovered. A second example 
is the Newtonian statement based on the laws of motion, the law of universal gravita
tion, and Euclidean geometry. This theory relates the mechanics of the real world to 
a mathematical system of differential equations which Newton, in fact, was forced to 
invent. Up to the point where by relativistic considerations the Euclidean geometry 
no longer obtains in real space, there are no exceptions to this theoretic statement, 
and it too may be regarded as firmly established. In this latter case, it is important 
to note that the correctness of the theory has only been established by eliminating or 
controlling extraneous factors such as air resistance which affect the theoretically 
defined unimpeded motion of observed bodies. 

The special problems of the social sciences arise, as is well known, out of the diffi
culties of pursuing this experimental method in which most variables are held constant 
(the ceteris paribus assumption of economics), while a limited subset of possible 
variables is manipulated. Where a large number of variables is involved, this diffi
culty can sometimes be overcome if a large number of diverse observations is available 
to the researcher, but this is unfortunately not the case with regard to the study of the 
development and the manipulation of large urban areas. Here the case material is 
limited in extent, and experimental manipulation is both extremely slow and vastly ex
pensive with regard to the aggregate phenomena. Experimental cum statistical methods 
are only possible with respect to smaller elements of the total system. In these re
gards, science as related to total development of the function of the urban system is in 
most respects analogous with astronomy, which has a few cases of major interest, sub
ject matter which is inaccessible to experimental manipulation, and the capacity for 
studying in the physics laboratory elements which do not aggregate by simple addition 
into the whole. The conclusions of the science of astronomy are not yet, however, 
directly useful in the guidance of societal action on a large scale-even though expendi
tures on the space program exceed expenditures on urban development. 

It may however be argued that the disadvantages of the social sciences in establishing 
an experimental method have been greatly exaggerated. This argument is advanced on 
the grounds t.h.at the most important tests of theories concern their ability to predict 
new_phenomena_or- phenomena-not-pr.e.v:iously- studied-in-detail,- and-to-extz,apolate-the---
effects of causes beyond the ranges in which the causes were originally observed. It 
is curious to note that the literature of engineering and the social sciences abounds with 
warnings as to the dangers of extrapolation. If we wish to use, as we are almost forced 
to do, the power of extrapolation of a theory as a test of its credibility, then this cau
tionary advice is a frank confession that the relationships being extrapolated have no 
theoretical basis whatever. From the point of view of testing theories, the social sci
entist should welcome rather than shun opportunities for extrapolation, since this will 
provide his main basis for justifying a theory or for designing improvements in it. 

Any acceptance of this criterion for testing theory tends to indicate the ultimate 
futility of a complete reliance on induction for generating theories. Even in the physical 
sciences, a fairly thorough knowledge of a particular range of joint variation of phenom
ena does not guarantee any adequate knowledge of cause and effect or even any complete 
description of relationships outside the range of observation, and this is even more true 
of the social sciences. Most of us are thoroughly familar with the situation which arises 
when we get a good fit of a polynomial to a set of observed data, only to find that it be
haves extremely erratically outside the range of observation. Poincare (6) has pointed 
out that if we had a complete knowledge of a portion, however small, of a -continuous 
function, we would have a knowledge of the behavior of the function over its entire range. 
We could attempt to reach this happy state by developing the function as an infinite 
series and fitting all its coefficients statistically. Unfortunately, this procedure requires 
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an infinity of observations (and a larger infinity than N0 ). Even more important, our 
observations must be free of errors of measurement, and our function must include all 
relevant variables, each of which must be measured. It is quite clear that even the 
process of induction from observed phenomena must be guided by theoretical concepts 
based on previous experience which will suggest the ranges and objects of observation 
and the character of the functions to be fitted. A simple engineering example might be 
found in the difference between the parabolic curve and the catenary. These curves 
arise under different circumstances in the construction of suspension bridges, and lie 
extremely close together over a certain range of the variables. To distinguish between 
them by induction would be a hopeless task, especially since the formula for a catenary 
would not intuitively occur to a statistician, yet in extreme cases the distinction is im
portant for engineering design. The differences are well defined a p1.•iori on the basis 
of a theory which may have been suggested by observation, but which does not spring 
automatically from it. The difficulties of induction are conclusively delineated, in fact, 
by the difficulties which arise in social science research in selecting functions for curve 
fitting and interpreting the results. Linear models are most frequently used because of 
their simplicity, perhaps with the justification that the linear approximation to some 
unknown function is not unreasonable over the range of the observations. The function 
being unknown means that theory is out the window. Perhaps a polynomial is used as 
some sort of an approximation to a Taylor expansion of a function. In this case, the 
catenary is defined as a parabola. Where the choice of function is deduced from a 
priori considerations and not merely to satisfy goodness of fit, we are suddenly in the 
realm of deduction rather than induction. 

Deductive thinking is of very high value in science. Examined closely, the antinomy 
between induction and deduction is somewhat artificial; on the one hand, induction is 
almost never initiated without some kind of prior theory, however naive, which suggests 
areas of investigation, relevant variables, and the form which functions might take
while on the other hand, if deduction is unsuccessful and does not result in a confirm
ing instance of the theory on which it is based, then the contradictory evidence may be 
the basis for a new round of induction. But the importance of deduction as a part of 
the scientific method remains in spite of the partial artificiality of its separation from 
induction. At the start of the process of deduction, the investigator is forced to make 
a statement of a general nature about the real world; in other words, he must formulate 
a theory. The motive for this formulation frequently comes from psychological forces 
very closely related to induction and to the search for generality. To follow the 
processes of deduction suggested by the theory, the investigator must search out new 
areas or new modes of application of the theory. It is useful to him in defining sup
posed cause and effect or functional relationships and variables to be investigated. In 
considering, therefore, the nature and power of the deductive process, we are led 
naturally to the final and perhaps the essential part of our discussion of theory con
struction, that of generalization, or the actual formulation of the theory. We must 
consider this in the light of all of the processes and problems which have been dis
cussed previously. 

Generalization is the bridge by which the scientist or theoretician crosses over from 
induction, or the observation of reality, to deduction, or the testing of theories and 
their application to new phenomena. For this reason, I rather like the name transduc
tion, which is sometimes applied to it. No matter how often this bridge is crossed in 
the course of a scientific investigation, the act of transduction always involves some 
invention on the part of the investigator. The psychology of invention in this field is 
intricate and fascinating, but a discussion of it is out of place here. The sources of 
this invention may, however, be better understood through a consideration of its in
herent nature. 

The construction or. invention of a theory involves in essence a precise statement 
regarding formal relationships, usually including relationships of cause and effect. 
There is an infinity of possible formal statements of relationships which may be made 
in their most abstract form in the language of mathematics or logic. Such statements 
regarding relationships are purely formal and have no reference to the real world. 
Within the sciences dealing with concepts, they may in fact be developed quite inde-
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pendently of the real world. The problem of theory construction or invention is, then, 
to make the correct identification between a real phenomenon and a mathematical or 
logical statement regarding relationships. There are three possible ways in which 
this may be done, two of which are merely suggestive and one of which tends to satisfy 
rigorous scientific requirements. 

1. An analogy may be recognized at the level of phenomena. Thus, for example, 
a city may be compared with an organism-say a jellyfish. This analogy is scientifically 
useless unless two conditions are met: (a) the comparative object (the jellyfish) must 
have a form which has been clearly and logically defined; and (b) the object compared 
(the city) must be unequivocally said to be theoretically identical. In this case, we 
have identified a correspondence of the third type below, but otherwise we have merely 
made a statement which is useful for heuristic purposes. 

2. An analogy may be recognized as between a phenomenon and a mathematical or 
logical construct, but may indeed be very loosely defined. Thus, for example, the 
gravity formula recognizes an analogy between the decay of trip frequency with distance 
and the power function x-a. Thi.s analogy is extremely crude, seizing·as it does on the 
most obvious and easily manipulated of a host of monotonically decreasing non-negative 
functions. No statement of the gravity model, to my knowledge, states any causal 
relationships which would generate this particular function in preference to others. I 
think that we may designate an analogy between phenomena and a logical function as a 
homomorphism, meaning a similarity of form. 

3. An important qualitative change is introduced if a scientist identifies a particular 
phenomenon as having a clearly defined logical form. The definition of form may have 
already been made either in the development of logic and mathematics and unrelated to 
phenomena, or in connection with the development of theory dealing with some other 
and perhaps completely unrelated phenomena. The use of formal statements pertaining 
to other phenomena is indeed often suggested by analogies between the phenomena them
selves. On occasion, the study of phenomena and the formulation of ideas about cause 
and effect necessitates the invention of a new relational calculus. This has been the 
case in Newtonian mechanics and qu:mtum mechanics. In any event, the essence of a 
theoretical statement is to identify an isomorphism (identity of form) be tween a set of 
phenomena and a logical or mathematical relational system. Thus, the Schne ider (7) 
model for trip distribution, in contradistinction to the gravity model, makes a rigorous 
statement that the decay of trip frequency is isomorphic to the negative exponential 
function and consequently also to the radioactive decay of fissionable elements; and 
8chneider identifies the precise cause and effect relationships on which the isomorphism 
~ based. 

It should of course be clear that the borderline between homomorphisms and iso
morphisms is blurred, partly because it refers to the motivations and psychology of 
the scientists. A theory which is in fact generated as an analogy must be presented as 
an isomorphism, and a badly conceived isomorphism may turn out to be only an analogy. 
The appropriate distinction can be made only upon close examination of the theory and 
of its results. 

In formulating a theory to serve as a bridge beb,1.reen induction and deduction, lhe 
analyst has a number of guides as to desirable features of his formulation. Some of the 
most significant criteria tend to conflict with one another while others reinforce each 
other, depending on circumstances. All arise out of the general characteristics of the 
scientific process as we have outlined it. 

The outstanding criterion, of course, is that the theory should be coi-rect, that is, 
tnattTle 1eory il esl:a.6 e s ou a pass 1 s testssuccessI1.illy:-Tlilln t1w·ba-srs-tor- t1re
essentially practical nature of science, that is, that it says true things about the real 
world. We have seen that such truth is impermanent, always awaiting contradictions. 
If these arise, it frequently is retained by circumscribing the generality of the theory, 
limiting the circumstances in which it applies, and creating new and more general 
theories to apply to other combinations of circumstances. This criterion of correct
ness is in general overriding. However, practical considerations frequently lead to 
the-generally indefensible~ practice ·of ·applying·theories·which have been -inadequately 
tested or which have known errors. 
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Thus a theory, if testable, must pass its tests. In fact, the untestable theory is a 
nontheory, and testability is therefore an important criterion in theory construction 
since, like Milton, science has "no use for a fugitive and cloistered virtue .... " 
There are of course examples of very important scientific theories, such as Einstein's 
theory of relativity, which when published appeared very difficult if not impossible to 
test. These difficulties in relation to a reputable and exciting proposal often serve as 
a spur to experimental work. In the field of social sciences, however, this particular 
type of nontheory has two other manifestations. One of these is a normative monitory 
description of how things should be done; the other is a literary or pseudostatistical 
description of the real world. The fact that these things are merely masquerading as 
theory can easily be exposed by searching for critical tests which could deny their 
validity. If such tests do not exist, the so-called theory is in fact a nontheory. Oc
casionally tests acceptable to the authors of the theory will be so circumscribed with 
restrictive conditions and assumptions as to expose the fact that the theory is of ex
tremely limited application and has dubious stature. 

The testability of a theory is a special case of a more general property of useful 
theories-productiveness or fruitfulness. Important theories in the development of 
science not only answer the problems posed in the initial stages of induction, but are 
pregnant with consequences which are only dimly seen by their inventors and which lay 
the basis for a wide variety and a great number of deductive experiments. Axiomatic 
systems in geometry, algebra, and logic exhibit this property. The tremendous ac
complishments of modern mathematics follow (although not effortlessly) from a very 
limited set of carefully considered initial assumptions. Similar examples exist out-
side of conceptual systems. The quantum theory, which was invented to explain 
anomalies in black-body radiation, has found innumerable applications to phenomena 
as diverse as photoelectricity and solar spectrography, and is in fact a key element 
in all modern physics. The social sciences and the planning-engineering professions 
are somewhat lacking in such key theories, but some nominations could be made. These 
might include, for example, marginal substitution and general equilibrium concepts 
from economics, and applications of general systems theory. In any event, while it is 
somewhat difficult to define the process by which a theorist comes upon a fruitful theory 
with many applications while attempting to solve a more limited and more particular 
problem, it is apparent that solutions of this type are unusually desirable. At the least, 
theory builders should have this objective in view, especially since this state of mind 
leads to stripping any problem to its most essential elements, and thus may simplify 
as well as lead to greater generalities. 

Simplicity is in fact an ancient and honored criterion for choosing between ot'ierwise 
equipotent theories. Occam's Razor, named after a fourteenth century English philoso
pher, dictates that theories should contain the minimum possible number of hypotheses, 
and many of the more durable theories elegantly exhibit this characteri.stic. Because 
of the large number of conditions, relations, and variables which occur in social sci
ence research, this condition is difficult to meet here and frequently conflicts with re
quirements of realism and testability. It is nevertheless a desirable characteristic, 
not only for reasons of elegance, economy, and generality, but also for practical rea
sons which will be discussed later. Here there is a special pitfall which social science 
researchers can dig for themselves by the use of modern computational techniques. It 
has been suggested that, had computers been available at the time of Copernicus, the 
ease of computation of epicycles might have removed the practical difficulties which 
led to the construction of the elegant and economical heliocentric theory and the New
tonian theory of celestial mechanics. By the use of computers in the descriptive system 
of Ptolemy, navigational tables could have been constructed to any required degree of 
accuracy, and the practical impetus for the Copernican and subsequent revolutions 
would have been removed. I feel that we fall into the same trap when, as with the in
troduction of K-factors into the gravity model, we constantly patch up a nonexistent or 
inadequate theory with computational amendments. 

A requirement which follows from testability and which is necessary to it is the re
quirement of manipulability. The experimental method in the social sciences is, as 
we have said, forced to rely on paper experiments, and for these our professions 
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commonly talk about the use of models. To quote Harmer Davis, "A model is a smaller 
copy of the real thing, as the woman said about a model husband." This pointed defini
tion does not permit us, however, to distinguish between a mathematical model and a 
simulation model on the one hand, nor between a simulation model and a theory on the 
other hand. 

As we have emphasized, there are in principle distinct sources of an understanding 
of cause and effect in the real world and of formal representations of relationships in 
the world of mathematics and logic. Science is in many respects an effort to establish 
isomorphisms between these distinct realms. If we refer to a linear programming 
model of warehouse location, we are referring to just such an assertion about an iso
morphism. We might then be correct in speaking of a mathematical model of ware
house location. Frequently, however, people speak of the linear programming model, 
and more generally of mathematical models in the abstract without relation to any 
particular real world phenomena. I would submit that this application of the word 
model is incorrect, thone-h lamP.nt~hly ineradicable, because the mathematical linear 
programming model is not a model or a smaller copy of anything. 

The distinction between a theory and a simulation model is somewhat more subtle 
and difficult. A theory in fact could also be said to be a logical or mathematic! model 
of the phenomena to which it refers. It is smaller, it is a copy, and it is of the real 
thing. Yet this identification of a theory with a model somehow goes against the grain. 
On the basis of very serious consideration, I have redefined models as they are used 
in the simulation of social and economic events in a way which tends to provoke out
raged reactions, but which I believe withstands serious examination and criticism: a 
model i!:l au exverimeulal tle!:ligu Lased un a theory. Let u15 examine the implications 
of this definition somewhat more carefully. 

As is well known to workers in our fields, there are many theories which are test
able in the sense that a critical experiment can be designed-but which remain untest
able in the sense that the data requirements are for practical purposes excessive and 
involve presently unobservable variables, or perhaps most important, they cannot be 
cast in a form which will fit into a computer and run economically. These practical 
considerations do indeed provide a spur to all kinds of experimental ingenuity, and 
they should by no means dominate the process of theory construction. 

In the process of developing a theory, there are many applications of experimental 
design in which the theorist must invoke models. First, in exploratory or inductive 
investigations, he is quite apt to use a severely truncated or patently inadequate ex
perimental design such as a multiple regression model to explore relationships and to 
provide information as to the direction of his next transductive steps. 

1. In a more developed form he will use a model more closely corresponding to 
theory inductively to establish the parameters of relationships. 

2. He will use a model for testing in the deductive sense in order to determine the 
applicability of his theory under a wider range of conditions. 

3. Used scientifically in a context of projections, the model will provide experi
mental evidence as to the consistency of the theory and possible inductive evidence as 
to the sensitivity of the real world to changes in conditions. 

It may be a matter of scientific but not practical indifference to the scientist that the 
projective use of models also is important to decision-makers. 

One may choose to make a distinction between the value of theory building and the 
value of experimental work with models, imputing a higher value to the first of these 
activities. However, in the tradition of British and American experimental science, 
the theorist usually has some responsibility for making feasible the tests of his ideas, 
and it is only the boldest and most brilliant innovator in pure theory who can expect 
others to accept a division of labor in which they will devise feasible tests for his im
practical fomulations. It is this experimental difficulty which often leads to emphasis 
on the false dichotomy between theory and practice, which can only be overcome by a 
long-run view of the value of theory and by a nice sense of the potential contributions of 
new theories whose testing and application may appear outrageously difficult. 
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There are other criteria which may or may not be useful for the construction and 
selection of theories but which are frequently in the minds both of scientists and practi
cal people. We have mentioned that for a variety of reasons a theory may not cor
respond directly with intuitive and popular ideas about the nature of reality. In this 
case, the theorist or scientist may be accused of being unrealistic and may feel a social 
obligation to change or tone down his theory in the direction of greater realism. Such 
a compulsion grossly distorts the role of the scientist, which is to identify a genuine 
isomorphism between the behavior of the real world and a set of mental constructs. 
Frequently he has to invent the mental constructs in order to disclose the isomorphism. 
Many of the most pregnant ideas of the physical and biological sciences, such as the 
quantum theory, the theory of relativity, or the independence of heredity from environ
ment, run counter to widely held and deeply rooted popular ideas. Yet, without the 
discovery of these theories and their application to everyday life, the world would have 
given up a great deal of progress. A search for naive realism is counterproductive in 
science. 

Frequently even though a naive demand for realism may be abandoned, the critics 
of science will continue to take refuge in an unthinking insistence on comprehensibility. 
In the field of social sciences, this insistence is based on two circumstances. First, 
every critic is a member of society, a user of cities, and a participant in the political 
process. Hence he feels intuitively that by virtue of this special status he and most 
other informed people ought to be able to understand directly all of the theories which 
purport to define the operations of society, of cities, and of politics. In my view, it 
would be equally ridiculous to say that because we are all made of protein, we should 
understand at a glance the theories of molecular biology. A second circumstance re
sides in the fact that a great deal of social science research is conducted in such a way 
that the scientists are close to the administrators, the administrators are close to the 
decision-makers, and the decision-makers are close to the voters, with no clear 
separation of function. Because of the personal and normative nature of the communi
cation between these groups, each link in the chain feels that he ought to know all about 
what the adjacent link is doing. We may contrast the somewhat more impersonal rela
tionships which govern research and development in industry. The laboratory scientist 
may understand solid-state physics in detail. The corporation executive will under
stand the main directions of this research and its potentialities. The sales department 
understands the capability of the resultant product, and the customer chooses in the 
market place between the products of competing technologies and competing companies. 
The man in the street could not care less about the crucial role of, say, quantum 
mechanics in the production of his transistor radio. Probably when social science 
theories produce as effective results as quantum mechanics, the administrators, policy 
makers, and voters will be less inclined to ask questions and more inclined to judge by 
results. 

A possible requirement for theory which requires brief mention is more likely to be 
generated by the scientist than by the layman. As a result of the complexity of social 
phenomena which requires holding other things constant, and as a result of the drive 
for generalization which is inherent in theory building, there is a considerable drive 
to create theories which are comprehensive. This drive encounters resistance on two 
fronts. A comprehensive theory may in certain cases become so general as to say 
nothing about everything. Even if this is not the case, the more comprehensive theories 
may be the most difficult to manipulate for purposes of testing and application. An im
portant part of theory building is therefore a nice sense of discrimination as to when 
comprehensive theories are necessary and when they may be appropriately avoided by 
discretion in the subdivision of the problem into manageable parts. In policy-related 
sciences improper subdivision of the policy-making problems may result in suboptimi
zation, but a subdivision of the problems of the real world and its functioning for pur
poses of study need not entail this danger. 

In the preceding sections of this discussion, I have developed my ideas with regard 
to the scientific construction of theory, mainly with respect to the problems of simu
lating events in the real world of mass behavior, in the use of transportation facilities, 
and in the choice of locations, even though this concern has been in the main implicit 
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rather than explicit. There are two other areas related to public decision-making in 
which theories of a different kind will have to be developed. Transportation and plan
ning literature already recognizes the need for the development of more general theories 
of decision-making. In crude terms, the questions to be answered by such theories 
are: what are we planning for; what trade-offs are involved in the public decision 
process; and what values will our plans satisfy? In more sophisticated terms we are 
dealing with difficult problems of public discount rates, collective consumption, spill
overs and externalities, the aggregation of utilities, and the reconciliation of conflict
ing interests. It is hoped that the improvement of theories and models in this general 
area may be expected to reflect backward into the planmaking process so that sketch 
planning procedures are replaced by optimizing procedures, and optimizing is not 
limited to narrow engineering criteria but is extended to the most general of social 
objectives. I think it is also predictable that as we explore the problems of decision
making, planning, and optimizing more thoroughly, we will discover that there are 
ferocious computational problems which arise in the design process as a result of the 
huge combinatorial variety which exists in the possible combinations of policies and 
future conditions. Our fraternal theorists in the field of mathematical programming 
may be able to make contributions of a theoretical nature with practical applications 
which are related to the needs of decision-making. It is also probable that a clearer 
formulation of these needs will influence this development of what are essentially de
sign models. 

We have now reached the vantage point of a somewhat shaky and perhaps imperfect 
understanding of some of the processes of science, from which we may view the needs 
and accomplishments of experimental simulation of transportation systems and land 
use systems and the behavior of their users. I will not here belabor the point which is 
now becoming widely accepted in principle-that in many policy-making contexts we 
are dealing with these systems not independently, but as a part of the larger urban 
metropolitan system or regional system. I will emphasize the fact that most theories 
of locational behavior contain ideas about transportation costs and convenience, and 
consequently that locational models must contain as submodels some replication of the 
transportation aspects of the system. It will also prove useful in the discussion which 
follows to consider the salient features of all these problems together from the point of 
view of theory construction, drawing freely upon examples from any field wherever 
they may be appropriate. 

The range of our interest in these phenomena covers a wide span from very large 
and complex total systems through subsystems which may be defined in engineering 
terms, in social and economic terms, or in spatial terms, down to the smallest ele
ments of the system. These last may be mechanical components, but the greater"in
terest attaches to decision units-a man driving a car, a family lookine- for a home, or 
a corporation deciding to build a new establishment. At each of these levels, different 
problems arise regarding the appropriate form and content of research. 

The broadest view, of the overall system as a whole, is probably not in itself highly 
productive, but it is a starting point for certain applications of general systems theory 
which later affect our view of the components and the elements. General systems theory 
with respect to the total urban, metropolitan, or regional system will ultimately play 
a direct role in decision models. Meanwhile, it can be particularly useful in defining 
the appropriate limits of a system and in guiding the structuring of the problem in such 
a way that its decomposition into subproblems dealing with subsystems will entail a 
minimum of distortion. Up to now in both transportation and land use analysis these 

-----~tw~o problems have been approached largely by intuition and induction. I do not feel that 
the results have een seriously wrong, but a systematic an 75e11er 1 orme ap_proac 
might provide some surprises and prove a useful guide to research design. 

With respect to subsystems properly defined and considered as systems in their own 
right, general systems theory may very well contribute powerful methods for dealing 
with system stability as a planning objective and with homeostatic or equilibrating 
tendencies within systems as handles for both planning and analysis. My own intuitive 
feeling is that concepts of equilibrium animate a great deal of research and theory in 
land use and transportat10n analysis, - but that these conceptsare madequately-explored 
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and not sufficiently explicit. For example, transportation analysis and the assignment 
of traffic to networks with capacity restraints imply a whole pattern of equilibrating 
behavior on the part of individuals which may or may not lead to system equilibrium 
and may or may not be related to various forms of optimization. These questions have 
been very lightly explored by brute force iterative methods in modeling experiments, 
and their full implications remain to be seriously examined. In land use growth model 
simulations based on trend data, there is also a set of unexplored assumptions about 
tendencies to equilibrium. Whether such an equilibrium exists or ought to exist has in 
fact been very slightly examined in theory. Needless to say, one-shot sketch planning 
or design models and "instant cities" such as Ira S. Lowry's Model of a Metropolis (_±) 
are constrained to use either simultaneous determination or optimizing, and it seems 
likely that the former method contains some optimizing assumptions in its behavioral 
parameters. More generally, I feel that land use behavior as well as land use system 
performance can hardly be explained without a consideration of land marked equilibirum 
and simultaneous determination-all of which pose major problems for system theory. 

There are a number of interesting problems which arise out of the communication 
between subsystems and between elements and subsystems and out of the _mechanisms 
by which equilibrating, disequilibrating, and determining forces are transmitted to and 
from decision units. The organs of the body communicate information leading to ac
tion by nerve impulses and those maintaining homeostasis by chemical messengers; 
what are the messengers in a large city or region? Many of these questions will arise 
again in the discussion of the behavior of decision units below, but there is some ad
vantage in taking an overview in the context of systems. It is quite apparent that the 
generic name for these messengers will be information, and it seems quite likely that 
some gains for theoretical clarity will be achieved if a systematic application of com -
munications theory can be made about the diffusion of information through and about 
the systems under study. The applicability of this concept is already apparent in the 
most elementary consideration of the stability of traffic flow systems, and these ideas 
can probably be extended to land use systems and larger transportation systems. Con
sidered in the communications context, there is some merit in merging the study of 
decision units with a priori considerations from different disciplines as to what infor
mation is likely to be important and available. At one extreme this type of merger 
leads to a consideration of the individual's reaction to the visual environment as de
veloped in studies by Lynch (5) and others. At a different extreme, economics sug
gests that prices are the messengers by which important economic information regard
ing, say, the housing market is transmitted. Between these extremes lie many com
binations of phenomena which are observable, influential in behavior, and to some ex
tent predictable as consequences of other developments. 

The importance of prices as a messenger and of the allocation of money to different 
purposes (i.e., of economic behavior) in private decision-making is so great that it 
deserves special attention. It is a curious fact that in spite of this a priori importance 
of monetary phenomena, they have really received relatively little emphasis in trans
portation and land use planning and analysis. For somewhat understandable reasons, 
transportation planners have been reluctant to explore the importance of pricing policies 
in alternative transportation systems. Surely, however, this reluctance should not 
extend, as it frequently does, to the omission of cost factors and the exclusive emphasis 
on time-distance which is frequently found in network analysis, trip distribution, and 
even modal split. Fortunately, this default is not universal. In land use analysis, the 
problem is perhaps even more severe. Housing rents and values are the medium 
through which consumers communicate with each other their willingness or unwilling
ness to compete for space, and more commonly land prices are the medium of com
munication in the competition of residential, industrial, and public uses for land. Yet 
in the research field, housing value and land prices very seldom appear as variables. 
So pervasive is this omission that expensive and otherwise useful surveys of locational, 
social, economic, and housing variables by the Penn-Jersey Transportation Study and 
the Tri-State Transportation Committee are partly vitiated by the failure to inquire as 
to housing value or rent. It must be admitted that the collection of these data and 
especially of land value information in a research study is fraught with difficulty, but 
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I believe that there is a more serious reason why these values have been neglected in 
spite of strong theoretical reasons for their inclusion. 

If values (prices) are made explanatory variables leading to changes in the behavior 
of decision units, then future applications of the same theory and its derivative models 
require that these values be projected under new circumstances. The theorist then 
faces an ugly dilemma. If he chooses to predict future prices by means of proxy vari
ables, he must build a purely descriptive model for this purpose which contains no ideas 
about cause and effect; and this being the case, he might just as well have left prices 
out of the original analysis and included the same proxy variables, admitting from the 
outset that his theory was in part purely descriptive. If on the other hand he takes the 
importance of these economic variables seriously, he must face the difficulty of recon
structing a complete market through some form of simulation. This reconstruction is 
complicated by the existence of submarkets, institutional stickiness, imperfect dis
semination of information, and probable lags in equilibrium. If economic considera
tions were largely peripheral to the theory of land use and transportation systems, 
there would be less objection to taking the easy way out of this dilemma. · I believe, 
however, that these considerations are so central that economic models must in the 
future be added to the implementation of transportation and location theory at full 
scale. This approach will involve much deeper consideration of equilibrium tendencies 
than was previously suggested, and perhaps a much more serious look at some aspects 
of the behavior of decision units. 

Before turning to a discussion of the theory of the behavior of decision units, I must 
emphasize a vital distinction between the study of that theory and its application. To 
a very large extent, the study of the behavior of decision units can be undertaken in
dependently of the simulation of system and subsystem performance which has been the 
subject of the prior discussion. This is true because at the moment when we examine 
the actions of decision units, the systems in which they are embedded have already 
performed their functions, interacted with each other, and thereby generated the en
vironmental conditions and information of which the decision unit has knowledge and on 
which it acts. In this analysis; the experimental approach consists of searching out 
instances in which the environment and its informational content differ significantly 
from other environments, or the decision units differ significantly from other decision 
units, so that the general application and fruitfulness of the theory may be examined. 
When, however, the behavior of decision units as understood on the basis of such an 
analysis is to be explored experimentally under changed assumptions as to policies 
and technology, an entirely new situation arises. We can no longer assume that various 
sets of decision .... makers are independent of each otJ1er. Each reacts wiL1. the environ
ment-and-c-reates-changes-which-result-in-messages-reaching-other-decision-makers-. 
This interaction, which is irrelevant to some analyses, becomes critical in system 
simulaliun. I thus assume that system simulation and decision analysis interact 
strongly with each other and that each is necessary for the other. But as a matter of 
research emphasis, I would give short-term priority to system simulation on the 
grounds that relevant experiments to test our understanding of the behavior of decision 
units probably cannot be performed wiU1oul il. 

Engim~e,s and planners are vitally concerned with fup hPhavior of households and 
business establishments in making use of the transportation system and in making 
locational dPr.iAinnA. Snr.h hPhavinr iA thP Annrr.P nf tr::inApnrbtinn dPm::inrL Priv::ite 
decisions in respect of automobile ownership, location, and new construction in t..lie 
aggregate greatly influence the development of cities and regions. Finally, I am sure 
that if we understood thoroughly the whole constellation of decisions made by individuals 
and firms, we could understand at the same time the extent to which various urban 
arrangements satisfy their needs. Such an understanding is a vital key to producing 
plans and policies which will best serve the public interest. 

Some of the differences between practicing planners and engineers can be traced to 
their different approaches to decision-makers' needs and preferences. The planner 
typically approaches the problem from the viewpoint of normative standards of be
havior and social welfare. This is in part based on notions of minimum socially ac
ceptable levels of welfare and in part upon an emphasis on the externalities of individual 
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behavior-i. e., on the effects of one's behavior on others. These notions are linked 
with strong ideas of social control. The engineering approach tends to be more adaptive. 
Individual behavior is regarded as being largely self-motivated and not widely amen
able to control. In dealing with supposed patterns of behavior as necessary inputs to 
engineering estimates, the engineer approaches the problem with naive concepts of 
motivation and of measurement. Neither planners nor engineers are in general well 
trained in the intricate issues of choice behavior, and present-day economics, soci
ology, and psychology offer little which is of general applicability to the problems which 
they face. The following remarks are therefore observations on a dilemma which will 
ultimately be resolved only by training people and developing methods which embody 
a combination of all of these disciplines in a new format. 

The basic theory of choices by individual decision units deals in terms of alternatives 
and trade-offs, yet if we examine transportation and locational theories, or models, 
we find that these trade-offs are very deeply buried, if indeed they may be presumed 
to have been considered seriously at all. Since the same thing is true of econometric 
models in related fields, this is not a particularly telling criticism in terms of past 
performance, but it is clear that it may constitute a barrier which will have to be 
removed before a great deal of progress can be made. 

Much of the difficulty concerns observation and measurement, and perhaps this 
may best be illustrated with reference to the theory of industrial and commercial lo
cation. Industrial location in particular has long been very carefully studied by lo
cational economists and regional scientists, and interregional locational theory is a 
particularly well developed field. In this location theory three factors are particularly 
important: internal economies of scale which depend 011 the size of establishment; ex
ternal economies of scale or agglomeration economies which depend on the sizes of the 
geographical assemblages of activities in which the establishment is located; and loca
tional costs which depend mainly on the cost of land and the costs of interaction. In 
the complicated urban metropolitan scene, these economic variables turn out to be very 
difficult to define, more difficult to measure, and still more difficult to value. While 
it may be well known, for example, that the garment industry has large agglomeration 
economies and is sensitive to its accessibility to a particular labor force and to the 
cost of industrial space, these variables and their relationships are not well defined. 
The interaction requirements of offices and the c1..gglomeration economies of retail 
trade establishments are also imperfectly understood. While these ideas enlighten a 
good deal of research design, anyone who has tried to set up an industrial or commer
cial survey knows that it is very difficult to tie them down specifically. Because of 
this situation and for alHed reasons, it is beginning to appear that in spite of the much 
more sophisticated work over many decades in industrial location, the problems of 
residential location are more tractable and amenable to sound solution. 

In the area of consumer behavior, some difficulty is introduced by the fact that cer
tain decisions are made by individuals, others by households, and still others by in
dividuals in a household context. These difficulties must be faced in research design, 
but they are relatively minor compared with other more obvious problems. One which 
has been both recognized and ignored (often simultaneously) is that of aggregation. 
Some researchers, perhaps moved by data difficulties, are inclined to deal with the 
means and medians of areal aggregations of data. This method of work is almost en
forced by the form of the availability of published census data in certain cases. There 
is clearly here a latent conception that area ave,.-ages represent some sort of aggrega
tion of behaviors, but the implicit rules of this aggregation are not explored, and fre
quently the assumed behaviors are not fully defined. The gravity model of trip dis
tribution clearly takes this approach at a descriptive level, while multiple regression 
models of modal split may be but a step closer to postulating real cause and effect. 
The Schneider model of trip distribution postulates more explicit behavioral patterns 
and works with areal aggregate data. In practice, however, this model reveals un
explained variations in decision behavior because it requires an area-specific determi
nation of the proportions of long and short trips. This specification amounts to a state
ment that tb.e behavior in the model is incompletely defined. 
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Those who avoid the implicit assumptions of working with grouped area data by using 
individual or household observations encounter another level of difficulty which helps 
to elucidate the problem of aggregation. Behavioral models of individual and household 
choice invariably produce tests in which only a small part of choice behavior is ade
quately explained. Typical coefficients of determination are in the range of 0. 15 to 
0. 30. While this may mean in some cases that the models and theories employed are 
inadequate, it is more likely to imply that behavior is influenced by more or less un
observable cultural and psychological factors whicl1 (at least at any one time) may be 
statistically distributed in the population. The delicate problem of research design is 
to know when to stop trying to identify these factors and when to introduce assumptions 
about the statistical nature of their distribution in the population. After the first re
course is exhausted or while it is being further developed, it is apparent that the nature 
of the assumptions about the statistical distributions of behavior around their observed 
statistical means may strongly affect the characteristics of their aggregation. As a 
simple example, I have demonstrated elsewhere that if Schneider's L parameter (7) is 
assumed to have a certain statistical distribution rather than being fixed, his model 
converts readily to a modified gravity model or to a combined model. Certainly con
siderable statistical expertise will be required to explore this problem further. 

One of the more subtle and neglected aspects of the analysis of decision units is the 
role of the history of the unit in its behavior. To some extent, the history of certain 
units is implicit in their state description-a family head aged twenty is probably re
cently married. But other and more subtle historical aspects may be overlooked. It 
is quite clear, for instance, that the history of industrial establishments is related to 
their tendencies to relocate, and the ethnic background of many population groups is 
related to their choice of residence. It has even been reasonably suggested that con
sumer choice of mode of travel is related to the individual's history in learning to 
drive. These historical aspects of the behavior of decision units have two very im
portant relationships with more general systems analysis. The historical aspects of 
decisions are closely tied to the extent of the lags in movement toward system equilib
rium, and only systems in which the history of decision units is unimportant will 
rapidly achieve equilibrium. At the same time, the introduction of these histories is 
a means of dealing quite explicitly with trend data, without at the same time building 
into the theory an assumption that trends will indefinitely continue. It should be ap
parent that this historical approach does not lend itself to easy application to aggregate 
data, at least in analysis. And if the histories to be considered become very complex, 
then Monte Carlo methods are almost required for any projection simulations. 

In the light of the foregoing incomplete review, we may justifiably conclude that a 
theoretically sound and scientific approach to sy~tem:s sJn:i,µ~aqon of tr~nimortati.on _and 
land use will require a great deal of rethinking of our theory of decision-units' behavior. 

Let us now take a brief final view of the workaday implications of the type of pro
gram that has been sketched. The essential elements of this approach are six in num -
ber. 

1. Since sound theory has so much to offer for practical progress, the work should 
be organized on a scientific rather than a mission-oriented or technoiogical basis. We 
would thus also avoid the dangers implicit in harnessing t.liese activities to suboptimal 
policies, and rely on the social and policy motivations of the scientists to maintain a 
well-directed drive toward ultimate application. 

2. We would view these problems as related to certain real world systems and 
would deepen our efforts to achieve successful theories of the operation of those sys
tems. 

-_ - we--wou1ct-g1ve-:rppr·oprra:t-ere-~gnmo1n:>rt1reneecnortffes tue1yorthe oehav1or 
of decision units in the context of larger systems which create their environment. 

4. We would give explicit recognition to the theoretical problem of communication 
between the systems, subsystems, and decision units. 

5. We would recognize that the scope of these investigations will require the unifi
cation of parts of different disciplines in institutions and in individuals. 
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6. We would recognize that in a specially defined sense this work is experimental 
in the best traditions of experimental science and that the experimental method will re -
quire special conditions for success. 

It would seem that the scale of these problems and their importance for long-term 
policy development tends to argue against scattered research in connection with specific 
projects. Such projects in any case tend to impose their mission orientation on in
dividual researchers. The resulting tension between the desire of the researcher to 
satisfy his scientific conscience and the desire of the management to get the job done 
sometimes borders on the tragic, or the comic. In any event, the problems are of 
general and national significance, and if worthy of consideration should not be charged 
to local or to special-purpose studies. It is also apparent that the variety of ability 
and knowledge required for an assault on these problems can rarely be assembled 
even in a large study of an ad hoc nature. Consequently, many such studies are re
peating the work and perpetuating the errors of other studies for lack of resources to 
go further and try new methods. Finally, there are serious difficulties of communica
tion within this scientific community which result from the excessive fragmentation of 
effort. 

Special attention should be devoted to the requirements of the experimental method 
in this field. Consider, for example, designing a laboratory for social, engineering, 
and planning research. Instead of white mice, our experimental material is extensive 
data about metropolitan areas and regions. These data must meet certain rigorous 
standards and be well organized and accessible. Our main experimental tool is prob
ably the computer, but this will include the software or operating programs which em -
body many or most of the elementary processes of simulation and analysis which we 
have discovered. Our experimental design is a model or group of models based on 
theory and using experimental material (data) and experimental tools (computers and 
software). In any good experimental design, we are apt to discover that some special
purpose tools will have to be made-in this case new programs will have to be written 
and in some cases new data collected. The essential aim of an experiment will be to 
make critical tests of theories by good experimental design and thus to decide, for 
example, on a clear definition of the relative merits of the gravity model, the Schneider 
model, the Tomazinis model, and the Harris model of trip distribution (~, 'I.., ~). The 
essential ingredient for progress in addition to all the niceties so far discussed is 
quick turnaround so that experiments may be rapidly executed once they are designed. 
I would estimate that under current conditions, with practically no standing stock of 
data and widely diversified programs, the turnaround time on experimental work of 
this type is roughly three to five years. This time should be reduced by a factor of 
three or more, and the content of the experiments should be far more conclusive than 
it is today. 

I believe that these standards, both of theoretical excellence and mechanical per
formance, are achievable and that if achieved they will have tremendous payoffs in 
improved planning. 
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